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Abstract: Software is rarely built completely from scratch. To a great extent, existing software documents (source code, design documents, etc.) are copied and adapted to fit new requirements. Yet we are far from the goal of making reuse the standard approach to software development. Software reuse demands that existing components must be readily incorporated into new products. To be able to reuse software components, it is necessary to locate the component that can be reused. Locating components, or even realizing that they exist, can be quite difficult in a large collection of components. These components need to be suitably classified and stored in a repository to enable efficient retrieval. Adopting domain based reuse requires sufficient company size to maintain specialized groups. Component groups are responsible for developing reusable components.
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1. Introduction

Software reuse is the process of creating software systems from existing software rather than building them from scratch. Software reuse is still an emerging discipline. It appears in many different forms from ad-hoc reuse to systematic reuse, and from white-box reuse to black-box reuse. Many different products for reuse range from ideas and algorithms to any documents that are created during the software life cycle. Source code is most commonly reused; thus many people misconceive software reuse as the reuse of source code alone. Recently source code and design reuse have become popular with (object-oriented) class libraries, application frameworks, and design patterns. Software components provide a vehicle for planned and systematic reuse. The software community does not yet agree on what a software component is exactly. Nowadays, the term component is used as a synonym for object most of the time, but it also stands for module or function. Recently the term component-based or component-oriented software development has become popular.

Software reuse has many technical and nontechnical aspects, for example, ad-hoc reuse, institutionalized reuse, black-box reuse, white-box reuse, source code reuse, design reuse. As software companies increase their commitment to reuse, they will pass from ad-hoc reuse with application groups only through domain based reuse with domain groups and application groups. Adopting domain based reuse requires sufficient company size to maintain specialized groups. Component groups are responsible for developing reusable components. Domain groups are also responsible for the development of reusable components; in addition, they have to gain knowledge about their specific domain. Application groups are obligated to develop applications by using components created by these specialized groups.

2. Existing System

Large-scale reuse in an organization cannot be adopted without organizational changes. Technology is an important prerequisite for reuse, but people make it work. Reuse in an organization can only be achieved when people cooperate. Producing valuable and reusable software components is not enough. We must ensure their transfer to the consumers. Various models for organizations that support software reuse exist. These models influence development practices and are an indicator of reuse maturity in a software company. In practice, a company might reflect some combination of these models.

2.1 Ad-hoc reuse among application groups

Frequently companies use organizations based on projects. If there is no explicit commitment to reuse then reuse can happen in an informal and haphazard way at best. Most of the reuse, if any, will occur within projects (see Fig. 1). The reuse of components from different projects may occur but is the exception.

2.2 Repository-based reuse among application groups

The situation slightly improves when a component repository is used and can be accessed by various application groups (see Fig. 2). However, no explicit mechanism exists for putting components into the repository and no one is responsible for the quality of the components in this repository. This can lead to many problems and hamper software reuse. The repository-based reuse approach is based on quantity because any components can be put into the repository and there is no control over their quality and usefulness. If no effort had been made to make the components reusable, then re-users must be cautious. And as
there is no control over the input and no maintenance of the components, re-users have to be cautious even when the components had been prepared with high quality and reusability in mind.

2.3 Centralized reuse with a component group
In this scenario a component group is explicitly responsible for the repository (see Fig. 3). The group determines which components are to be stored in the repository, ensures the quality of these components and the availability of necessary documentation, and helps in retrieving suitable components in a particular reuse scenario. This amounts to centralized production and management of reusable software components. Application groups are separated from the component group, which acts as a kind of subcontractor to each application group. An objective of the component group is to minimize redundancy.

2.4 Domain-based reuse
The specialization of component groups amounts to domain-based reuse (see in Fig. 4). Each domain group is responsible for components in its domain, e.g., network components, user interface components, database components. Application groups may build their applications by integrating components from different domains. This organization yields to the acquisition of specific skills and knowledge of specific software domains. One possible drawback may be an overhead in communication between project and domain groups.

3. Proposed System
Systematic software reuse and the reuse of components influence almost the whole software engineering process (independent of what a component is). Software process models were developed to provide guidance in the creation of high-quality software systems by teams at predictable costs. The original models were based on the conception that systems are built from scratch according to stable requirements.

When considering either with Centralized reuse with component group or Domain-based reuse, the classification is done without prior consideration of some constraints like versions, input/output, time complexity, etc. If we try to apply any of these constraints for Centralized reuse with component group or Domain-based reuse, i.e., maintaining versions for the components at Centralized reuse for a component group reduces redundancy for component identification. Or considering input constraints and wishing for the desired/expected output constraints component makes the user/developer of the component with reduced time in reusability of the software. In this regard any large-scale software company must consider certain constraints to improve the efficiency of retrieval of the software component for reuse.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed the constraint based retrieval for the software component reuse to improve the efficiency of retrieval of the software component for reuse.

The software classification goes beyond source code components and also covers aspects from the area of distributed computing and emphasizes the importance of open systems and standards. There is more to software components than functions and classes. Like software reuse, software components go beyond source code. Components cover a broader range than frameworks and patterns do. We give examples of successful component reuse and evaluate them by using the suggested classification scheme.

Domain groups are also responsible for the development of reusable components; in addition, they have to gain knowledge about their specific domain. This approach serves as an effective means to categorize components and to retrieve the relevant components efficiently to improve retrieval efficiency.

In future this proposal can be improved more by pertaining the domain based reuse with considering time complexity or even by the developer along with specific versions. In addition with considering time complexity or even by the developer along with specific versions, we can still work on applying more multimedia effects like adding video output for the searched output so as to make the registered user more comfortable in selecting and downloading the searched component.
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